Spring is in the Air!

Amber, a new mother, faces a mountain of challenges. Her daughter was born in Guatemala, but due to COVID-19, Amber is a new mother, faces a mountain of challenges. Her daughter was born in Guatemala, but due to COVID-19, the immigration system is overwhelmed. She needs to find a safe place to stay and support for the next few months. Amber reaches out to PREPARES for help.

PREPARES volunteers, Catholic parishioners who have a heart for helping others, gather and discuss how they might be able to help Amber. Volunteer Lupe honored Amber’s request of not having a family companion, and would keep reaching out to her to see how she was doing.

In a few days, the volunteers gathered some resources. There was space for Amber to stay in a trailer, and a community organization would be willing to pay her rent. Amber was very happy to hear the news and stayed with us. The same community organization that offered to pay her rent at the trailer offered to pay her rent at her new apartment.
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In a few days, the volunteers gathered some resources. There was space for Amber to stay in a trailer, and a community organization would be willing to pay her rent. Amber was very happy to hear the news and stayed with us. The same community organization that offered to pay her rent at the trailer offered to pay her rent at her new apartment.

Amber and her daughter have been wrapped in the arms of Catholic service. Prayer, friendship, and an outpouring of material support to help her take care of her little one. Thank you, Okanogan County Catholics!

Faith and the Common Good

An Anti-Defamation Day Service of Reflection and Prayer

It is an unlikely and sad anniversary to mark, but we have now reached a year of quarantining and shut down due to COVID-19. Most importantly, we must also remember the more than 530,000 Americans lost this past year. We lift them up in prayer, and we honor all of our essential workers. We also remember scores of individuals have lost jobs and large parts of their income. May we who are merely inconvenienced make the experience so rich!

On the third Thursday, we gather through Zoom at 4:30. If you have not yet made it to our monthly sacred space, or you are new receiving involuntaries, let us know by calling us at 509-940-4645, and we will get you on the mailing list.

Hello, dear volunteers and friends of PREPARES!

Are you ready to get together with volunteers once a month? We created Sacred Space to build community amongst our broader network of new and seasoned volunteers and support continued learning of effective companionship. We share a guided reflection, and talk about ways to prepare the encounter with families. The faith of the experienced volunteers can answer questions from newer people makes the experience so rich!

We are so glad to have you join us!

Letter from staff

Serving Central Washington

Hello, dear volunteers and friends of PREPARES!

Are you ready to get together with volunteers once a month? We created Sacred Space to build community amongst our broader network of new and seasoned volunteers and support continued learning of effective companionship. We share a guided reflection, and talk about ways to prepare the encounter with families. The faith of the experienced volunteers can answer questions from newer people makes the experience so rich!

We are so glad to have you join us!

Your PREPARES team, Sandra Barrós, Ann Dibble, Alma Gonzales, Syndee Sauceda Cavazos, Olivia Valle

Sacred Space

What a blessing it has been to get together with volunteers once a month. We created Sacred Space to build community amongst our broader network of new and seasoned volunteers and support continued learning of effective companionship. We share a guided reflection, and talk about ways to prepare the encounter with families. The faith of the experienced volunteers can answer questions from newer people makes the experience so rich!

On the third Thursday, we gather through Zoom at 4:30. If you have not yet made it to our monthly sacred space, or you are new receiving involuntaries, let us know by calling us at 509-940-4645, and we will get you on the mailing list.
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